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Abstract Many attempts to explain the species-abundance
distribution (SAD) assume that it has a universal functional
form which applies to most assemblages. However, if such
a form does exist, then it has to be invariant under changes
in the area of the study plot (the addition of neighboring
areas or subdivision of the original area) and changes in
taxonomic composition (the addition of sister taxa or
subdivision to subtaxa). We developed a theory for such
an area-and-taxon invariant SAD and derived a formula for

such a distribution. Both the log-normal and our area-and-
taxon invariant distribution fitted data well. However, the
log-normal distributions of two adjoined sub-assemblages
cannot be composed into a log-normal distribution for the
resulting assemblage, and the SAD composed from two
log-normal distributions fits the SAD for the assemblage
poorly in comparison to the area-and-taxon invariant
distribution. Observed abundance patterns therefore reveal
area-and-taxon invariant properties absent in log-normal
distributions, suggesting that multiplicative models gener-
ating log-normal-like SADs (including the power-fraction
model) cannot be universally valid, as they necessarily
apply only to particular scales and taxa.
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Introduction

The relative frequency of the abundances, a, of species in
samples, assemblages and communities has long intrigued
ecologists. Perhaps foremost this has been manifested in the
search for a common descriptor, f(a), of species-abundance
distributions (SADs). Indeed, a wide range of models have
been fitted to different data sets, including distributions
derived variously from considerations of simple statistics,
population dynamics, niche partitioning, or fractal geometry
(e.g. Motomura 1932; Fisher et al. 1943; Preston 1948, 1981;
Magurran 1988; Magnussen and Boyle 1995; Engen and
Lande 1996; Sichel 1997; Tokeshi 1999; Dewdney 2000;
Hubbell 2001; Green et al. 2003; Magurran and Henderson
2003; Harte et al. 2005; Pueyo et al. 2007; for reviews see
May 1975; Marquet et al. 2003; McGill et al. 2007).
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Few would disagree that some basic characteristics are
common to virtually all real SADs. These include that they
are markedly right-skewed (i.e. that the largest number of
species occurs in one of the smallest abundance classes).
Beyond this, however, there is surprisingly little consensus.
Various authors champion the importance of different broad
classes of models to describe SADs (see Marquet et al.
2003; McGill et al. 2007), of particular different distribu-
tions within those classes, and of different methods of
assessing the fit of models. They also place different
emphases on issues of sampling and thus on the relation-
ship between the underlying probability distribution and
observed SADs. Nonetheless, identifying an appropriate
function characterizing observed SADs has generally been
considered as crucial for understanding mechanisms gener-
ating relative species abundances.

One of the reasons for the lack of clarity as to which
functions provide the best models of SADs is that tests have
focused almost exclusively simply on fitting one or more such
functions or model results to one or more observed SADs,
whatever the approach used (but see Kempton and Taylor
1974). This is problematic because the outcomes of such tests
are especially sensitive to the fit in the tails of the distributions
and these tails are usually biased in observational data (Fisher
et al. 1943; Preston 1948; Williamson and Gaston 2005; Yin
et al. 2005). The tail formed by the rarest species is biased by
the difficulties associated with finding such species. In
consequence it has been shown that, for example, small
samples from log-normal and log-normal-like distributions
tend to obey log-series distributions (Golicher et al. 2006).
The tail of an SAD formed by the commonest species can
also be biased by sampling, although the effects are probably
less systemic, and dependent on the particulars of the
methodology used (e.g. whether effectively there are upper
bounds above which abundances cannot be differentiated).

The influence of biases in the tails of SADs on the
statistical fit of distributions is particularly important given
that discussion as to the relative merits of different
distributions has come often to focus on rather narrow
differences in such fit (e.g. McGill 2003). Indeed, it has
increasingly been recognized that other testable properties
need to be explored to help identify those distributions that
most properly describe SADs (Wilson 1993; McGill et al.
2007). One such property is the consistency of the
description of the SAD in its spatial and taxonomic
complexity: if the observed data are correctly described
by some distribution function, then the SAD of an
assemblage (e.g. defined spatially, taxonomically, ecologi-
cally, or in other terms) comprising two sub-assemblages,
each of them described by the distribution function, should
be well described by the statistical composition of these two
distribution functions. Moreover, if the distribution function
describing the SAD is universal, the composed distribution

should be characterized by the same distribution function as
describes the two sub-assemblages, albeit with different
parameters (Pueyo 2006). We call this property of SADs
area-and-taxon invariance (Šizling and Storch 2007, for
broader concept see Storch and Šizling 2008), since such a
universal distribution is invariant under changes in area of
the study plot and taxonomic composition (i.e. changes in
the set of species included; note that taxon invariance refers
here to species in different taxonomic groups, not to the
abundances of those taxonomic groups, e.g. not a genera-
abundance distribution). Area-and-taxon invariances there-
fore occur when the same functional form that fits species
data over a small area or a lower level taxonomic group can
fit data over a larger area (comprising multiple small areas)
and at a higher taxonomic level (comprising species from
several lower taxa).

So far, area-and-taxon invariances have been implicit in
the assumption of a general form of the SAD. If the
functional form of SADs is universal, then it should not
change with enlarging or reducing the size of the study
area. Similarly, it should not change if we broaden the set of
species studied by adding a sister taxon, or if we use only a
subtaxon (i.e. one particular order instead of the whole of a
class). Consequently, all models trying to explain or derive
SADs (e.g. broken stick, power fraction, or neutral
community dynamics) should assume either area-and-taxon
invariance or some basic level of description to which the
model applies and from which the other levels (and other
functional forms of the SAD) can be mathematically
derived. For instance, if we assume that a particular model
generating the SAD concerns species population abundan-
ces across whole biogeographic units (continents), and the
model is not area-and-taxon invariant, then the functional
forms for smaller areas are different from that produced by the
model, and have to be secondarily derived. In other words, if
we assume that there is a universal mechanism generating the
SAD, then it must either lead to an area-and-taxon invariant
distribution, or it must apply only at some fundamental level
of description defined by a particular area and taxon level.
Both cases have interesting implications. Searching for area-
and-taxon invariance is thus not simply a mathematical nicety,
as it concerns the question of whether there is a privileged
spatial scale that determines ecological patterns at other scales
or whether all scales are more or less equivalent.

Here we develop a theory concerning the invariance of
SADs under variation in area and taxonomic composition.
Furthermore, we introduce a new test of abundance
distributions based on their behavior when changing area
and/or taxonomic scope, and apply it to the log-normal
SAD which has been widely championed as a null
hypothesis for the form of SADs (Preston 1948; for
possible mechanisms see Whittaker 1970; May 1975;
Engen and Lande 1996; Engen 2001; May et al. 2007)
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and to a new functional form which fulfils the condition of
an area-and-taxon invariant distribution. We will show that
although the log-normal distribution provides a good fit to
the observed SADs at different spatial scales, the compo-
sition of two log-normal SADs neither fits merged data nor
leads to another log-normal SAD, i.e. it does not reveal
consistency nor exhibit area-and-taxon invariance. In
contrast, our new distribution retains its good fit to the
data regardless of changing area. Although we obviously
cannot prove that our functional form of an area-and-taxon
invariant SAD is the most appropriate description of
observed SADs, unlike the log-normal SAD it is universal
and consistent when changing area and/or taxonomic
composition. We argue that no mechanism proposed as
the explanation of the log-normal SAD can be universal
across scales and taxa.

We also offer a tool for all of the computations presented
here and thus for explorations of any available dataset (see
http://www.cts.cuni.cz/wiki/ecology:start).

Theory

Requirement of spatial and taxonomic consistency of SADs

Observed SADs can be fitted equally well using many
functional forms. However, a good fit is not the only
indication of appropriateness of a given functional form. A
stronger requirement for an appropriate functional form of
the SAD is consistency of its fit with data when changing
the observed area and/or taxonomic scope. Assume that we
have two SADs, f1 and f2, characterizing assemblages on
some adjoined areas, described by the same functional form
(e.g. if λ≠σ then f að Þ ¼ l e�l a and f að Þ ¼ se�sa are two
functions representing one functional form). We call these
functional forms consistent if the empirical SAD (i.e. the
observed pattern) for the whole assemblage of the two areas
taken together is fitted well by the SAD whose functional
form, including parameters, can be generated by the
mathematical composition (hereafter composite distribu-
tion) of f1 and f2 (hereafter component distributions). If the
composite distribution for the whole assemblage, on the
other hand, fits the empirical SAD considerably worse than
the functional forms for individual sub-assemblages, then f1
and f2 cannot represent appropriate functional forms
reflecting an underlying mechanism even if their fit to the
sub-assemblages is perfect.

Importantly, the SAD may not be spatially and taxo-
nomically consistent even if the composite distribution can
be fitted well by the same functional form, but indepen-
dently of the composition of SADs of the sub-assemblages,
i.e. with parameters tuned according to the empirical
distribution. The reason is that many functional forms of

SADs are sufficiently flexible to fit well if properly—and
independently—parameterized. However, the parameters of
the composite SAD depend on the component SADs, so
that the comparison between fits of the composite and
component distributions helps identify the appropriate
analytical form of the SAD much better than a simple
independent fitting.

The consistency does not necessarily imply area-and-
taxon invariance; even a non-invariant SAD could in
principle be spatially and taxonomically consistent if the
composite SAD (in such a case differing in its functional
form from the component SADs) fits the data well.
However, in such a case this functional form obviously
cannot be universal, as it changes with scales and taxa, and
we never know a priori which is the fundamental scale (or
fundamental taxon level) at which the mechanism that
produces a given SAD should apply. A truly universal
functional form of the SAD must be area-and-taxon
invariant, i.e. its functional form does not change after the
composition from the distributions characterizing sub-
assemblages, although it naturally changes its parameters.

Composition of two SADs of adjoined sub-assemblages

It is obviously not a problem to determine the empirical
SAD (i.e. the cumulative distribution function constructed
over data) of a given assemblage from the sets of
abundances of its sub-assemblages—it is a simple matter
of summing the abundances of each species across these
sub-assemblages. A greater challenge is if we assume that
the SAD for an assemblage has a particular functional form
(log-normal, geometric series etc.) and we seek to deter-
mine what is the resulting functional form and whether the
original functional form is retained when changing the area
by addition of other assemblages, or, conversely, by
dividing the area into smaller plots. Equally, one might
pose the question in terms of the addition of other taxa or
the splitting of a given taxon into subtaxa.

Let us start with merging two subtaxa (regardless of
whether these represent two monophyletic sister clades or
otherwise delimited, mutually exclusive sets of species).
This situation is simpler than merging two neighboring
areas, as subtaxa by definition do not share any species.
The functional form of the SAD that results by composing
two SADs for respective subtaxa is

f1[2 að Þ ¼ p1f1 að Þ þ p2f2 að Þ; ð1Þ
where as are abundances, fs are probability density
functions, and πi is a proportion of species in the focal
taxon i (p1 þ p2 ¼ 1).

The case of merging two adjoining areas is more
complex, as this requires two operations. One is the same
as in the previous case, i.e. addition of the SADs of species
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which occur in only one sub-assemblage. The second
operation comprises convoluting (splicing together) the SADs
of species which are common to both sub-assemblages. The
result (i.e. the form of the resulting SAD) of the first operation
depends on relative species turnover between the sub-
assemblages, as the effect of this operation depends on the
proportion of species which are unique to just one sub-
assemblage. The result of the second operation (below marked
by *c for correlated-convolution, hereafter c-convolution)
depends on the correlation between species abundances in
the two sub-assemblages (Table 1). If the abundances are
perfectly correlated (i.e. they are proportional to each other),
the composition of the respective distributions comprises
simple proportional enlargement of species abundances,
whereas if they are only poorly correlated (or uncorrelated),
the c-convolution is much more complex (see Fig. 1 and
Appendix I). More formally, the entire composition of the
two distributions represents the proportional sum (i.e. the
linear combination) of particular SADs

fplot 1 [ plot 2 ¼p10 fsp in plot 1 exclusively þ p01 fsp in plot 2 exclusively

þ p11 fcommon sp in plot 1 �c fcommon sp in plot 2

ð2Þ
where the πs are the proportional sizes of the respective
groups and π11 is equivalent to Jaccard index (J) of
assemblage similarity (number of species in common divided
by total species number; Table 1).

Area-and-taxon invariant SADs

If there is no fundamental scale (sensu area) which
determines abundance patterns at other scales, the SAD is
necessarily area and/or taxon invariant. Now we explain
why the area invariance and taxon invariance are not
separable from each other and derive an area-and-taxon
invariant SAD.

Taxon invariance refers to the situation in which the
functional form of the SAD does not change when merging
two subtaxa. A taxon invariant distribution function can be
found when taking Eq. 1 as the functional equation (i.e.
equation whose solution is a function) and finding its
solution. Apparently, there are two solutions. (1) If both f1
and f2 are identical (including parameters), then the
composed function is obviously again the function f1
(≡f2). The solution is therefore any function if its
parameters do not vary between the assemblages. This case
seems to be biologically irrelevant, since taxa commonly
vary in their average abundances and thus they cannot share
identical SADs. (2) If the functions differ in parameters, the
solution is any function which can be expressed as a sum
(linear combination) of several functional forms (i.e.

f að Þ ¼ PN
i¼1

cifi að Þ; where N is a free parameter which may

vary between areas). The only condition imposed on the
sum is finite integrability (i.e. the integral between zero and
infinity must be finite and greater than zero) and positivity

Table 1 Definitions of measures used

K–S distance Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistics, i.e. the maximum distance between two cumulative distribution
functions; it ranges between 0 and 1; units: proportions

Consistency Difference between mean K–S distance for particular distributions and the distance for those composed
plus one cons¼Df KSplot1 þ KSplot2

� ��
2� KScomp þ 1

� �
; K–S distance is the distance between data and

assumed distribution; if the composite distribution fits worse than component distributions the
consistency is below one; an absolutely consistent model has consistency equal to 1; if the composite
distribution fits data better than the components, the consistency falls above 1; it ranges between 0 and
2; units: proportional values

J Jaccard index of similarity, i.e. proportion of the species found in two plots that are common to both;
units: [%]

Correlation The correlation quantifies a situation in which the abundances of species in a given plot are related to
the abundances of the same species in the other plot; in the model, the dependence between
abundances is imposed by two constraints—i.e. two increasing lines (Fig. 1b) within which the
abundances are independent of each other. Correlation is calculated as the complement of an angle
between the constraints correlation¼Df p=2� angle

� �
; the bigger it is, the more the abundances

constrain each other; it ranges between 0 and π/2; units: [rad]
Area invariant functional form (i.e.
model) of SAD

Iff an analytical formula describing a SAD does not change when composing two formulas
characterizing two SADs of two plots, we say that this formula (i.e. the model of SAD) is area
invariant. The parameters of the formula may vary after the composition

Taxon invariant functional form (i.e.
model) of SAD

Iff an analytical formula describing SAD does not change when composing two formulas characterizing
two SADs of two taxa, we say that this formula (i.e. model of SAD) is taxon invariant. The parameters
of the formula may vary after the composition

Fundamental area or taxon Iff SAD is not area and/or not taxon invariant, it implies an existence of an area or/and a taxon, whose
SAD determine SADs of other areas and/or other taxa. Such area and taxon are called fundamental in
the text
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(f að Þ � 0 for all a); for a similar idea in economics see
Mandelbrot (1963).

Area invariance characterizes SADs whose functional
form does not change when joining two areas, i.e. when it
is transferred from small to large areas by the composition
of the distributions of smaller areas. Since merging two

subtaxa comprises two sets of distinct species, whereas
composing SADs from two adjoining areas comprises both
merging two sets of distinct species and c-convolution of
SADs of common species, area invariance implies also
taxon invariance, provided that some species occur only in
one sub-assemblage. (Note that taxon here necessarily
refers to any set of species, not only to a monophyletic
species clade, i.e. this invariance comprises all possible
taxonomic systems.) In such a case we can speak about
area-and-taxon invariant SADs, and hereafter we will deal
with this universal type of invariance. This invariance
would be obvious if all species were shared by both areas
and if abundances were fully correlated, so that the
convolution would comprise simple rescaling of SADs for
the respective assemblages (see above). However, the truly
(i.e. non-trivially) area-and-taxon invariant SAD is charac-
terized by the robustness against changes in species
turnover (i.e. against the variation in πs) and changes in
the level of correlation of abundances between the sub-
assemblages. The natural condition imposed on the SAD by
the area invariance is that every SAD must attain the origin
(i.e. zero abundance has zero probability density; McGill et
al. 2007). The reason is that nonzero probability density at
zero abundance would imply that we know how many
species are missing from a given area — but this is
apparently arbitrary and relative to the definition of the
whole species pool.

An area-and-taxon invariant function as defined above is
a proportional sum of diffonential distributions introduced
by Preston (1981) (the name is based on ‘the difference
between two exponentials’). We will therefore call it the
multi-diffonential distribution (see also the multi-exponential
distribution in Šizling and Storch 2007), and it is expressed
as

f að Þ ¼
XN
i¼1

ci e
�Aia � e�aia

� �
; ð3Þ

where a is abundance, the parameters Ai and αi are positive
(0 < Ai < ai), and ci is a real number (see Fig. 2 for
meaning of the parameters). For the rationale and the proof
that it obeys the requirement of area-and-taxon invariance
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Fig. 1 Bivariate plots of abundances, a1 and a2, for two disjunct plots
in cases of a uncorrelated, b correlated and c observed abundances.
Both full and open circles represent individual species. The species
that occupy only one plot were excluded. a All the combinations of
abundances giving the abundance a, if plots are joined, follow a line
(full line, full circles); b if abundances are correlated, the points are
constrained by two increasing lines (dotted); abundances for plot 1, a1,
are thus bounded by a

smaxþ1 and
a

sminþ1 where σs are slopes of the lines;
c abundances observed on the transect were mostly weakly correlated
with each other and followed the assumed pattern. The abundances of
the species that occupy only one of the plots are shown in this graph

�
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(Eq. 2; where model of c-convolution, *c, is defined by Eq. 5
in Appendix I) see Appendix II.

The multi-diffonential distribution has a potentially large
number of terms and consequently parameters, which could
be interpreted as a disadvantage in comparison to simpler
functional forms. However, this is actually a necessary
property of any area invariant distribution, since species
spatial turnover between sub-assemblages implies that the
functional form is taxon invariant and thus actually is
composed from a certain number of other functions, i.e.
component SADs (see Eq. 1). Only a few additive terms
might, however, be dominant (Fig. 2).

Methods

Data

To test the area-and-taxon invariance of SADs we needed
detailed abundance data of adjoined species assemblages at
several spatial scales. Such data are not easily available, so
we performed a multiscale bird survey across the Czech
Republic. The data comprise the abundances of 144 bird
species (excluding Larus ridibundus and Riparia riparia,
i.e. the species breeding in large colonies) at each of 768
points along a linear East-West transect in south Bohemia
and Moravia. Birds were mapped by the point count
method (Bibby et al. 1992) within the distance limited by
150 m around each point during five early morning visits in

the breeding seasons (April–June) of 2004 and 2005. Points
were separated by between 300 and 500 m, such that study
plots of diameters 150 m at each point were approximately
adjacent. The maximum recorded numbers of individuals of
each species at each point from the five visits were used for
analyses to obtain reliable abundance estimates (see Storch
et al. 2002).

Tests

We performed two kinds of tests. Both focused on area-
related variation of the SAD, because taxon-invariance
inevitably follows from area-invariance, as explained
above. First, we simply evaluated the fit of the multi-
diffonential and the log-normal distributions to the ob-
served SADs for different areas (in fact lengths of transects,
see below). We will call this the test of the fit between the
modeled and observed shape of the SAD. It consisted of
calculating the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) distance (max-
imum difference between cumulative distribution functions;
Table 1, Fig. 3c, and S1) between the observed SAD and
the fitted distributions for abundance data for each sample
of 50 consecutive points, of 100 consecutive points, and so
on up to 750 points. All possible sets of a given number of
consecutive points were used. The log-normal and multi-
diffonential distributions vary in number of parameters,
thus we also compare them using an information criterion
(AIC; Akaike 1974), in the case of multi-diffonential
distributions varying numbers of terms between 1–20
(log-normal distribution has two parameters).
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Fig. 2 Shapes of additive terms of the multi-diffonential distribution
for different combinations of A and α parameters. Each term has a
shape similar to a log-normal or log-series (high α in b) distribution,
depending on proportion of A and α parameters (Eq. 3). The terms are
shown after normalization (i.e. multiplying by a normalization
constant (¼ aA= a � Að Þ) to have the area below the curve equal to
one, so that the parameter c (Eq. 3) is replaced by d aA= a � Að Þð Þ
where δ is a real number which can be called dominance of the focal

term, because its value determines how close is the entire distribution
to the focal term, which can then be called the dominant term. Sum of
all dominances across all terms is one. Full lines in subplot a show
variation in A (=1, 2, 3, and 4), holding α=5, while they show
variation in α (=1.0001, 5, 10, and 50), holding A=1 in subplot b.
Note that A<α by definition. Dashed lines show the entire distribution
(proportional sum of the terms) in the case when all the terms are
equally dominant and thus equally contribute to the entire distribution
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The weakness of the test of fit is that fit depends on the
number of free parameters of a given distribution, and on
the fitting procedure—and both these properties can
naturally differ among different functional forms of SADs.
Moreover, the fit of a distribution can be affected by
sampling issues, as the functional form of the sampled
distribution can differ from the underlying distribution
(Green and Plotkin 2007). For this reason we focused on
the second type of test, which evaluates consistency of the
functional form of SADs across scales (areas) as explained
above; hereafter the test of consistency. Since the correla-

tion of abundances and species turnover obviously affects
consistency of the SAD, as we have shown, we evaluated
the extent to which the consistency across scales (areas) is
dependent on the correlation between species abundances
in two given sub-assemblages, and on species turnover
between them.

The test of consistency thus evaluated the deterioration
of the fit of SADs which were mathematically composed
from component SADs of two sub-assemblages (see
Fig. 3), and the sensitivity of this deterioration on the
variation in species turnover between sub-assemblages
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Fig. 3 SAD as observed
(squares in rank plots; black
bars in Preston-style histogram),
and modelled by log-normal
(dashed line in rank plots; white
bars in Preston-style histogram)
and multi-diffonential (full line
in rank plots; dashed bars in
Preston’s plot) approaches for a
samples of the first 300 points
(1–300) and b next 300 points
(301–600) of the transect. Sub-
plot c shows the merged data
and composed distributions. K–
S is the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
distance, which is maximum
distance in the direction of the
axis of proportional rank in this
case; it can be calculated in this
way because the proportional
rank plot is an inverted cumula-
tive distribution function—the
proportional rank estimates the
cumulative probability. The rank
plots for the log-normal and
multi-diffonential approaches
were constructed using 15,000
simulations
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and the correlation between abundances in each sub-
assemblage. This evaluation was performed as follows
(see also SI):

1. The SADs for each species assemblage were fitted
using both log-normal and multi-diffonential distribu-
tions. The species assemblages comprised non-over-
lapping sections of the point transect, starting with 20
points, then 40, 60,... 180 neighboring points.

2. Component SADs were constructed using the fitted
SADs of each pair of composite assemblages, i.e. SADs
of two neighboring sections on the transect. The
composite assemblages thus consisted of 40, 80,
120,... 360 sample points.

3. Kolmogorov–Smirnov distances were calculated for the
comparison between empirical and fitted (component)
SADs for both sub-assemblages. We call these dis-
tances KSplot1 and KSplot2.

4. Kolmogorov–Smirnov distance was calculated for the
comparison between the composite SAD (composed
from SADs of the given pair of sub-assemblages) and
the empirical SAD for the respective assemblage. We
call this distance KScomp.

5. Consistency was calculated as a contrast between dis-
tances KSplot and KScomp, namely as KSplot1 þ KSplot2

� ��
2� KScomp þ 1. Consistency is thus a measure of the
“success” of the composition of the two distributions in
terms of the fit of the composite distribution to the merged
data: a value of 1 indicates the same fit of the composite
distribution as the fit of the component distributions,
lower values indicate poorer fit of the composite
distribution, whereas values higher than 1 indicate a
better fit of the composite distribution in comparison to
the component distributions.

Both the K–S distance and composed distributions were
calculated numerically in all cases. The K–S distance was
computed as a distance between the empirical cumulative
distribution function for data and 15,000 abundances
randomly drawn from the fitted or composed distribution.
The log-normal distribution was fitted by calculating mean
and variance from logarithmically transformed data, whereas
for the fitting of the multi-diffonential distribution a specific
algorithm was developed (see SII). Drawing from the log-
normal distribution was based on the standard algorithm, as
Exp(sum of 1,000 random values drawn from the uniform
distribution (0,1) rescaled to N(μ, σ)), and for drawing from
the multi-diffonential distribution the cumulative distribu-
tion function was used (Eq. 7 in Appendix II, and SI). The
number of 15,000 abundances was chosen according to the
Dvoretzky–Kiefer–Wolfowitz (DKW) inequality (Wasserman
2004; wikipedia .../wiki/Dvoretzky_Kiefer-Wolfowitz_
inequality) not to deviate more than about 1% from the

underlying distribution with confidence of 95%. Although
the multi-diffonential distribution reveals good fit even in
the case of two additive terms (SIII), we used 10 terms for
all simulations.

Numerical simulations

Distributions of pairs of adjacent plots were composed
numerically. This allowed us to use the same method for
both the distributions and thus to make the results
comparable with each other. We preferred a method based
on random samples, each from one component distribution.
The composition of fitted distributions comprised three
steps: (1) generating abundances for species common to
both plots, (2) generating abundances for species occupying
only the first plot, and (3) generating abundances for
species occupying only the second plot (see SI). All
numbers of generated abundances were proportional to the
numbers in the respective groups (π11, π10, and π01), and
together they comprise 15,000 values. The abundance for
species common to both plots was generated as the sum of
the two abundances drawn from the respective fitted
distributions; however, the two abundances were selected
so that the empirical observed correlation of species
abundances between the respective plots was retained (the
pairs of abundances of respective species from adjacent
subplots must lie between two increasing constraints; see
Fig. 1b, Eq. 5 in Appendix I, and SI.f, and o–q). This
approach to the c-convolution is only one of the possible
definitions and should properly be called a constrained-
convolution. We preferred it for its simplicity. The
constraints were extracted from the data for each compo-
sition separately.

Results

Both the distributions can be accepted at the p=0.05 level
and rejected at p=0.01 level for the test of the fit using a
test for K–S statistics (DKW inequality; p ffi 0:02),
although the multi-diffonential distribution apparently fit
the data better (Fig. 4). There were also no dramatic
changes in the fit between different sized areas (i.e. plots
differing in number of census points). However, the mean
K–S for a given area (N=14) was correlated with the size of
the area (although with marginal significance for a log-
normal distribution, p ffi 0:052, r=−0.52, whereas for a
multi-diffonential distribution p<10−5, r=−0.98), both the
distributions fitting better in larger areas (in agreement with
Preston 1948; Green and Plotkin 2007). The slightly but
systematically better fit of the multi-diffonential distribution
(Fig. 4) could in principle be caused by the fact that this
distribution has more free parameters (Fig. 2). However, the
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AIC identified all multi-diffonential distributions with 1–20
terms as providing a better fit than the log-normal (for
details see Supplement: SIV).

Our main aim, however, was not to test the shape of the
distribution, but its properties, as only the properties might
indicate possible underlying mechanisms. Since many
underlying mechanisms can produce very similar shapes,
we tested both the models for consistency. The test of
consistency revealed remarkable inconsistency for the log-
normal distribution (Fig. 5) and consequently for all of its
underlying processes. The consistency of the multi-diffo-
nential distribution was much higher and could not be
rejected. This was apparent when comparing the numbers
of cases which fell below and above the level of absolute
consistency (consistency=1). While all of the 104 cases fell

below one (i.e. reveal inconsistency) for the log-normal
distribution, 74 of 104 cases fell above one (i.e. reveal
consistency) for the multi-diffonential distribution (for
details including significances see Table 2).

The inconsistency of the log-normal distribution and
overall consistency of the multi-diffonential distribution
were also revealed by the dependence of consistency on the
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fitted distributions) for plots of various areas measured as the length of
transect in km. Medians of distances for log-normal (black squares)
and multi-diffonential (white squares) distributions are shown as well
as the outliers (full and empty circles, respectively). The dotted line
shows the limit (p<0.05) for rejecting the fit (DKW test for K–S
distance)
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Fig. 5 Test of consistency for log-normal (black squares) and multi-
diffonential (white squares) distributions. Consistency refers to the
difference between K–S distances of component and composed
distributions. Consistency of one (dotted lines) refers to the full
consistency between composed and fitted distributions when adding
assemblages of new plots. a Consistency against area measured as the
length of the transect in km. Boxes and whiskers show minimum and
maximum estimates of 95% CIs for expected and observed values,
respectively (t-distribution); circles show the outliers. b The depen-
dence of consistency on the correlation of species abundances between
two adjacent plots. The full increasing line shows the regression for
the log-normal distribution, the dashed constant line shows the
regression for the multi-diffonential distribution. Note that the point
of absolute correlation is at p=2 ffi 1:57. c The dependence of
consistency on Jaccard index (J). The full increasing line shows the
regression for the log-normal distribution, the dashed decreasing line
shows the regression for the multi-diffonential distribution
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correlation between abundances in neighboring plots and
on species turnover (based on the knowledge that all
possible distributions reveal consistency in the case of
strongly correlated abundances and low species turnover;
see the Theory section). The log-normal distribution
revealed low consistency regardless of the level of
correlation between abundances (p≈0.15, r≈0.14, N=
104), indicating that the range of measured correlations
did not approach the level at which it would reveal
consistency due to the similarity of component SADs.
However, the consistency of log-normal SADs increased
with similarity of assemblage composition as measured by
the Jaccard index (p≈0.08, r≈0.17, N=104) (Fig. 5b,c).
The consistency of the multi-diffonential distribution was
invariably high and independent of the correlation of
abundances (p≈0.79, r≈0.03, N=104), although it slightly
decreased with assemblage similarity (p≈0.05, r≈−0.19,
N=104). The plot actually showed better agreement with
data after composition (i.e. consistency higher than 1) than
before when species turnover between assemblages was
high (and when the effect of rare species should rather lead
to inconsistency). Conversely to the multi-diffonential
distribution, the log-normal distribution not only failed in
producing the same distributional form after the composi-
tion, but the distribution composed from two log-normal
distributions which fitted sub-assemblage SADs itself fitted
poorly to the merged data at all tested scales.

Discussion

We have shown that the functional form of the multi-
diffonential distribution is much more consistent with ob-
served abundance data than is the log-normal, implying that

the observed SAD is likely to be area-and-taxon invariant.
Moreover, the log-normal model of SAD was shown to be
inconsistent when enlarging area, as the composition of two
log-normal SADs does not fit the SAD of the joined sub-
assemblages for any of the sizes of area tested. If SADs were
log-normal for some area, then we should see (in Fig. 5a) high
consistency when joining plots of that area regardless of any
lack of area invariance (i.e. regardless of whether the
composite distribution is also log-normal). Our finding thus
highlights the failure of the log-normal distribution as a
consistent descriptor of species abundance patterns, although
the log-normal SAD may still serve as a useful approxima-
tion for a particular assemblage for some practical purposes.

This has important implications for the mechanisms
possibly producing observed SADs. The inconsistency
means that no underlying process producing log-normal
SADs (for reviews see May 1975; Sugihara 1980; Engen
2001; May et al. 2007) can be considered as universal and
satisfactory (see also Williamson and Gaston 2005).
Whereas log-normal-like distributions emerge due to
multiplicative processes (May 1975), the processes gener-
ating overall SADs are naturally at least partially additive.
This is because every SAD can be considered as composed
from SADs of sub-assemblages occupying only part of the
whole area, which share several species. This also means
that the models based on niche division (the broken stick
and power-fraction models, see Tokeshi 1999), are equally
inappropriate as all of these models are implicitly based on
purely multiplicative processes (Williamson and Gaston
2005). It would still be possible that multiplicative
processes could determine SADs at the largest scales (i.e.
continental or global), whereas SADs at local scales would
emerge by sampling the regional SAD, but even in this case
the log-normal SAD would not be an appropriate charac-

Table 2 Tests of consistency of log-normal and multi-diffonential SADs

Area [n of points] Log-normal Multi-diffonential

Below one Above one p value Below one Above one p value

20 38 0 3.6–10−12 11 27 0.99
40 19 0 1.2–10−6 3 16 0.99
60 12 0 2.5–10−4 3 9 0.98
80 9 0 0.002 5 4 0.5
100 7 0 0.008 2 5 0.94
120 6 0 0.015 3 3 0.66
140 5 0 0.03 1 4 0.97
160 4 0 0.06 1 3 0.94
180 4 0 0.06 1 3 0.94
Overall 104 0 5–10−32 30 74 0.999

Numbers of pairs of adjacent plots that reveal inconsistency (columns ‘below one’; consistency <1) and high consistency (columns ‘above one’;
consistency >1), for the log-normal and multi-diffonential distributions. The significance p is the probability that less or equal numbers fall above
one by chance assuming equal probability to be in both groups, calculated as p ¼ Pn

i¼0
CN
i 0:5

i (N is the total number of points and n is number of
points that fell above one; C is the combination number)
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terization of observed local SADs due to its spatial and
taxonomical inconsistency.

Some authors have highlighted the possible scale (sensu
area) dependency of the SAD. For instance, Loehle and
Hansen (2005) showed that whereas local SADs for North
American birds were best represented by a log-series
model, regional SADs revealed more complex shapes
corresponding neither to a log-normal nor a log-series, but
which could be reconstructed using a complex sampling
model. Likewise, neutral models of metacommunity dy-
namics (Hubbell 2001, see also Chave 2004) predict the
zero-sum multinomial SAD for the whole metacommunity,
which is modified by the effect of dispersal limitation for
local communities (Volkov et al. 2003; He 2005), so that
local SADs are characterized by a higher prevalence of
abundant species (see also Borda-de-Água et al. 2007).
Such empirical findings and theoretical considerations
concur with our main point: the SAD need not necessarily
be area and/or taxon invariant, but if it is not invariant, then
its functional form must be translatable from one scale to
another in a statistically consistent way, and one particular
scale has to be considered as fundamental, the SADs on
different scales being derived from this fundamental level.

It seems that the commonly used log-normal distribution
in general fits data reasonably well because both log-
normal and multi-diffonential distributions can follow
similar shapes. For our data the log-normal distribution fits
quite well over a relatively wide range of areas (length, 20–
270 km which corresponds to areas between 5–80 km2;
Fig. 4). However, such fitting to larger areas is independent
from those for smaller areas and thus is not constrained by
parameters of component distributions. This explains why
the dependence of the log-normal distribution on area has
not yet been recognized although the distribution has been
used for various sizes of areas (e.g. Preston 1948; Etienne
and Olff 2004; Walla et al. 2004; Connolly et al. 2005;
Ulrich and Ollik 2005; Yin et al. 2005; Syrek et al. 2006).

Indeed, Preston (1981) suggested the diffonential distri-
bution (i.e. a single additive term of our area-and-taxon
invariant distribution) as an appropriate model of the SAD.
He noticed the similarity of this distribution to the log-
normal distribution and also described its slight left-
skewness in logarithmic space, which agrees well with
many empirical SADs (e.g. Nee et al. 1991; Gregory 2000).
The only problem discussed by Preston (1981) was that the
diffonential distribution had small variance in comparison
with data. The area-and-taxon invariant distribution (Eq. 3)
is composed from several “diffonentials”, which increases
its variance and thus solves the problem. A vital conse-
quence of the complexity of the distribution is that it can
potentially be multimodal, in agreement with some data
(Gray et al. 2005) and in striking contrast to all other
models of the SAD (McGill et al. 2007).

Importantly, it is not only the log-normal distribution
which may approximately follow an area and taxon invariant
shape. When increasing αs (Eq. 3), the multi-diffonential
distribution approaches the sum of functions (ce-Aa), each
representing a continuous version of the discrete log-series
models (bqa/a) introduced by Fisher et al. (1943) (after
logarithmic transformation each of the distribution functions
closely approach a line), and which has been found to be a
good descriptor of SADs for successional stands (Visser
1995; Death 1996; Kammesheidt 1998; Salvador-Van-
Eysendore et al. 2003).

Baker and Preston (1946) presented the diffonential
distribution as a result of two counteracting effects
exponentially decreasing in their frequency (for a particular
mechanism in the case of species-abundance distribution
see Preston 1981). However, this would require some
fundamental area and/or taxon for which the effects apply.
In other cases (i.e. areas larger than the area of the
fundamental level), a SAD must be composed from
diffonentials for many areas and taxa (Eq. 2), which results
in a sum of more diffonentials (see also the reasoning in
Mandelbrot 1963). Since the number of component areas
and taxa is always finite, we also assume a finite number of
diffonentials to be summed.

Besides the mechanism suggested by Preston (1981), a
purely formal reason might play a role. A large variety of
functions can be approached using a sum of exponential
distributions,

P
dilie�lia (

P
di ¼ 1). A composition of

two such forms over areas and taxa (Eq. 2) then produces
diffonential terms which are likely to become dominant
over exponential terms if the similarity of species compo-
sition (measured by Jaccard index) is high (for details see
Appendix III). Because each SAD necessarily originates as
the composition of SADs of many local subassemblages, it
is likely that the multi-diffonential distribution prevails over
other forms. This process constraints the resulting distribu-
tions (e.g. f(0)→0, which was indeed an assumption
imposed on the SAD; McGill et al. 2007). This mechanism
depends on the particular model of c-convolution, so it
must be taken only as a suggestion for further research
(which is the case also of Preston’s suggestion).

Our theory sheds fresh light on the evidence of
decreasing log-skewness with area (McGill et al. 2007).
Numerical simulation suggests that this effect might be
attributed to increasing community similarity (Jaccard
index). If each subsequent composition is parameterized
by higher Jaccard index than the previous one, the log-
skewness decreases. Since our data show that the Jaccard
index between two adjacent subplots of the same size
indeed increases with area, the effect might be a conse-
quence of that increase.

In conclusion, we have shown that although the log-
normal distribution may often be a good approximation to
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observed SADs, it does not follow data when applying
probability rules to study its changes with study area or
taxonomic composition. It thus does not represent a
consistent statistical description of the SAD which would
have a potential to reveal underlying mechanisms. An
appropriate description of the SAD would then be properly
represented either by some area-and-taxon invariant distri-
bution, such as our multi-diffonential distribution, or by a
multitude of distributions whose functional forms would
change when changing ‘scale’ or taxonomic delimitation.
The latter approach would require, however, a specification
of the fundamental spatial ‘scale’ and taxonomic level at
which the respective SAD-generating mechanism would
work, and from which the functional forms of other
distributions would be derived. To find or dismiss such a
fundamental scale is a great challenge for ecology.
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Appendix I: Composition of two SADs with correlated
abundances

If abundances of the assemblages to be composed are
correlated with each other, the SADs of the two assemb-
lages interact in a particular way, which must be reflected in
the definition of the mathematical operation that models a
composition of the SADs. This operation was marked as *c
in Eq. 2, which refers to convolution (*) accounting for a
correlation (index c).

If there is no correlation between abundances, the SADs
f1(a) and f2(a) are convoluted as

f1 að Þ � f2 að Þ �
Za

0

f1 a1ð Þf2 a� a1ð Þda1: ð4Þ

This formula is based on the fact that the probability

density of each abundance, a, is given by the sum (integral)
of densities for all combinations of abundances, {a1;a2},
along a line of possible combinations of abundances, a2=a
−a1 (Fig. 1a). The reason is that (1) each point along the
line represents one independent combination of abundances
which gives the resulting abundance, a, and (2) the product
of f1(a1) and f2(a−a1) is the probability (density) that the
abundances a1 and a2 (=a−a1), which give the abundance
a, occur simultaneously (i.e. each abundance applies to one
assemblage). If abundances are not correlated, the line of
the combinations is bounded by abundances of zero and a
(0 < a1 < a and 0 < a2 < a; full line in Fig. 1a).

The simplest way to model correlation of abundances is
by constraining the lines representing the possible combi-
nation of abundances which produce resulting abundance a
by two increasing lines (a2=σmina1, a2=σmaxa1) intersect-
ing the origin (Fig. 1b,c). If abundances are perfectly
correlated, the abundances of the plots are proportional to
each other — i.e. both lines approach each other.

In this case, we integrate probability densities (simply
said, we sum the probabilities) not along the whole line
between 0 and a (Fig. 1a), but only between two extreme
abundances (a= smax þ 1ð Þ and a= smin þ 1ð Þ), which are
imposed by the correlation (Fig. 1b). The composition of
two SADs for species common to both subassemblages
then obeys

f1 að Þ �c f2 að Þ ¼ n
Za
sminþ1

a
smaxþ1

f1 a1ð Þf2 a� a1ð Þda1; ð5Þ

where ν is a normalization constant.

Appendix II: A solution of the Eq. 2

Having the analytical form of the composition of two
functional forms of SADs (Eq. 2 where *c is defined by
Eq. 5), we can check whether a multi-diffonential distribu-
tion (Eq. 3) is area-and-taxon invariant, i.e. whether the
form composed from two multi-diffonentials is a multi-
diffonential distribution. The evidence has been done by
substituting the solution to Eq. 5. which gives

f1 �c f2 �
X
i6¼j

cicj
Ai � Aj

e
AiþAjsmin
sminþ1 a � e

AiþAjsmax
smaxþ1 a

� �
þ cicj

ai � aj
e
aiþajsmin
sminþ1 a � e

aiþajsmax
smaxþ1 a

� �
þ

þ cicj
Aj � ai

e
aiþAjsmin
sminþ1 a � e�

aiþAjsmax
smaxþ1 a

� �
þ cicj

aj � Ai
e
Aiþajsmin
sminþ1 a � e

Aiþajsmax
smaxþ1 a

� �
0
BBB@

1
CCCA; ð6Þ
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which is, after substitution and reindexation, the multi-
diffonential form (Eq. 3) as well (with different parameter
N). The multi-diffonential distribution is obviously robust
against proportional summation (linear combination), and
thus follows the entire composition (Eq. 2) and is both
taxon and area invariant. Note that in the cases in which the
differences between respective As and/or αs approach zero
the additive terms, whose denominators (see Eq. 6) are
affected by these small values, turn into gamma distribu-
tions (gia

ni e�bia; ni 2 N), and the area-and-taxon invariant
distribution becomes more complicated. However, there is
only a very low probability that this happens by chance,
and thus here we present only the simpler solution. The
cumulative distribution function of the multi-diffonential
distribution obeys

P x < að Þ ¼
XN
i¼1

ci
e�aia � 1

ai
� e�Aia � 1

Ai

� �
; ð7Þ

and the expectation is

E að Þ ¼
XN
i¼1

ci A
�2
i � a�2

i

� �
: ð8Þ

For the range of shapes see Fig. 2, for fitting procedure see
Šizling and Storch (2007) or supplement SIII, and for
fitting utility http://www.cts.cuni.cz/wiki/ecology:start.

Appendix III: Possible formal mechanism producing
multi-diffonential SADs

First we show that a variety of distributions can be
modelled as a sum of exponential distributions. According
to the Taylor theorem almost any function f can be

approached by f yð Þ ¼ PN
k¼0

ciyi. Denote abundance a as

ln1/y (y 2 0; 1ð Þ). Then a variety of shapes can be

expressed as f e�að Þ ¼ PN
i¼0

cie�ia. Because the result of the

transformation is assumed to be a distribution (i.e. with
finite integral between zero and infinity), we exclude all
functions with i=0. As a result, a variety of distributions
can be approached by a sum of exponential forms

f að Þ ¼
XN
j¼1

cje
�lja; ð9Þ

where lmin � lj 0 < lmin � 1ð Þ for all j.
Now we show that the composition of two sums of

exponential forms produces diffonential terms, which
imposes additional constraints on a resulting distribution
(e.g. an existence of indices m, n so that cm=−cn, which
cannot happen by chance). Assume two distributions

expressed as f10 að Þ ¼ P
cje�lja and f01 að Þ ¼ P

cle�lla.
Their composition follows

f10 composed with f01 ¼ p10
X

cje
�lja

þ p01
X

cle
�lla

þ p11
X cjcl

ll � lj
e�lja � e�lla
� �

:

ð10Þ
(Eq. 2; c-convolution is defined as in Appendix I). If either
of the component distributions comprises diffonential
terms, the evidence does not change, because composition
of two diffonentials remains diffonential (Appendix II). A
gamma distribution results if both parameters l happen to
be equal to each other (Appendix II), which we consider
unlikely.

If we express each additive term as a normalized
distribution (terms in brackets ‘[]’ in Eq. 11) multiplied
with its dominance δ, we get

f10 cmp with f01 ¼ p10
X

dj lje
�lja

	 

þ p01

X
dl lle

�lla
	 


þ p11
X

djdl
ljll

ll � lj
e�lja � e�lla
� �� �

;

ð11Þ
where δ=c/l. This suggests that a high Jaccard index (the
proportion of species common to both plots π11; note that
p11 ¼ 1� p10 � p01 and all π≥0) can make the diffonential
terms dominant when composing SADs of several subplots.
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